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Women show equal or higher  

entrepreneurship rates than men in Vietnam, 

Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia.3

Southeast Asia has 61 million female  

entrepreneurs, more than Europe  

and the United States combined.3

This document is a step-by-step guide that clean energy incubators and accelerators can use to develop 
gender inclusive recruitment and selection processes for their incubator and accelerator programs.

The Challenge 
Incubators and accelerators are not alone in facing a challenge to recruit and 
select qualified women for their programs. The energy and startup sectors have 
traditionally been dominated by men. As of 2018, women held only 32 PERCENT of 
jobs in the renewable energy sector and as of 2012,1 women owned only 5 PERCENT 
of tech startups.2 

This lack of equal representation of women is due to a variety of obstacles specific 
to the sector and common to greater gender equity more generally. In startups, for 
example, barriers to women’s participation can include discriminatory gender norms, 
limited access to business training opportunities, and the inequitable representation 
of women among startup investors. The lack of gender-inclusive recruitment and 
selection practices is another such obstacle and is the focus of this guide.

The Purpose of this Document
The purpose of this document is to help clean energy incubators and accelerators 
develop gender-inclusive recruitment and selection processes. The focus areas of 
this document identify common best practices and provide space for incubator and 
accelerator facilitators to critically analyze their existing approach to recruitment 
and selection and identify specific NEXT STEPS to develop more gender  
equitable practices. 

This guidance is divided into four focus areas:

1. International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) (2019). Renewable Energy: A Gender Perspective.

2. The Muse (2012). The Latest Stats on Women in Tech.

3. Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) (2016). 2015/16 Global Report.

Women in the renewable 
energy sector

32%

5%

Women–owned  
tech startups

By completing the NEXT STEPS identified in each focus area, 
incubator and accelerator facilitators can develop their 
Action Plan to promote more equitable recruitment and 
selection processes for their programs. 

EQUITY
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https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2019/Jan/IRENA_Gender_perspective_2019.pdf
https://www.themuse.com/advice/the-latest-stats-on-women-in-tech
https://gemconsortium.org/report/gem-2015-2016-global-report


4. Skillsoft (2019). Skillsoft eLearning Resources: Overcoming Your Own Unconscious Biases. 

5. Everyday Feminism (2014). Why Equality is not enough. 

6. United Nations (UN) Women. Gender Mainstreaming.

7. Abouzahr, K. et al. (2018). Why Women-Owned Startups are a Better Bet. Boston Consulting Group. 
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What Success Looks Like 
One of the easiest and most important ways to measure success is the percentage 
of women entrepreneurs in your program. Of course, this is not the only metric of 
success. It is also important that the women in your program are equally supported, 
successful, and comfortable as men. Examples of indicators to evaluate your 
program can be found in the companion MONITORING AND EVALUATION (M&E) 
FRAMEWORK.

Key Terms 
These are a few key terms that will be referenced in throughout this workbook. 
Understanding these will help orient you to this guide. 
BIAS
Prejudice in favor of or against one thing, person, or group compared with another, 
usually in a way considered to be unfair. Unconscious or implicit bias is when you 
develop a quick opinion or make an assumption of someone without being  
aware of it. 4

EQUITY VS. EQUALITY
“Equity and equality are two strategies used in an effort to produce fairness. EQUITY 
is giving everyone what they need to be successful. EQUALITY is treating everyone 
the same. Equality aims to promote fairness, but it can only work if everyone starts 
from the same place and needs the same help.” 5 In this document we use the term 
equity instead of equality because women will likely need different types of support 
than men in the recruitment and selection process to be successful.

GENDER INCLUSION 
Refers to making a program or institution a welcoming environment for everyone 
regardless of gender. 

GENDER MAINSTREAMING
“Mainstreaming involves ensuring that gender perspectives and attention to the 
goal of gender equality are central to all activities - policy development, research, 
advocacy/ dialogue, legislation, resource allocation, and planning, implementation 
and monitoring of programmes and projects.” 6

N OTE

This guidance focuses on equity and inclusion 
for women in the recruitment and selection 
processes. However, all of these practices 
are applicable to non-binary people as well. 
Non-binary people do not identify exclusively 
as male or female and face many of the same 
problems with lack of representation in the 
renewable energy and technology fields. 

Startups with at least one female 

co-founder generate 10 percent 

more cumulative revenue over 

a five-year period and 2.5 times 

the revenue generated for every 

dollar invested.7
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https://www.skillsoft.com/resources/overcoming-your-own-unconscious-biases/
https://everydayfeminism.com/2014/09/equality-is-not-enough/
https://www.un.org/womenwatch/osagi/gendermainstreaming.htm
https://www.bcg.com/publications/2018/why-women-owned-startups-are-better-bet.aspx


1. Defining Equity Objectives
Defining objectives is a crucial first step to any plan. Having 
a program-wide commitment to gender equity will help your 
program support women in all facets of the recruitment and 
selection processes and as members of your program.  
Make sure to include numerical targets. 

PRO TIP
If your program is far from reaching a 50-50 gender split it 
might make sense to set incremental goals along the way. For 
example, Accenture met their incremental goal of having a 
40% female workforce by 2017 and is on track to meet their  
long-term goal of a 50% female workforce by 2025.8

An equity statement might look like this:
Gender equity is fundamental to human rights and integral to the 
Renewable Energy Accelerator’s goal of advancing renewable energy 
startups. The Renewable Energy Accelerator prioritizes ensuring 
gender equitable recruitment and selection processes and aims to 
have cohorts be 25% female by 2020 and 50% female by 2025.

Does your program have statements or objectives for 
a gender equitable and inclusive recruiting process?

2. Mainstreaming Equity 
Objectives
The equity principles that you defined don’t mean much if no 
one ever sees them! Including your programs equity principles 
in the mission statement, strategic initiatives, and operational 
plans will make sure that everything is aligned to help achieve 
your goal. Sharing equity principles with the public will attract 
partners and startups that share your values.

Try using the following methods to promote awareness.
 › Website 
 › Information sessions
 › Newsletters

 › Brochures
 › Posters
 › Email

8. CNN (2018). Accenture CEO: We seek total gender equality by 2025

EQUITY OBJECTIVES

NEXT STEPS
Define your equity objective:

NEXT STEPS

Are equity principles included within the: 

 Strategic Goals, 
Plans, or Initiatives? 

Mission Statement? 

Operational Plans? 
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https://money.cnn.com/2018/04/23/news/companies/accenture-ceo-gender-equality/index.html


3. Assigning Responsibility
Once your mission statement, strategic goals, and operational 
plans have equity objectives, it’s important to explicitly assign 
responsibility for those equity objectives and outcomes so that 
goals are followed through.

PRO TIP
The individual responsible for tracking equity objectives and 
outcomes should have the ability to influence the recruitment 
process and suggest changes to that process when 
modifications need to be made to meet your program’s goals. 
Make sure this individual has the time to undertake these 
tasks, is a member of your program’s leadership team, and has 
access to the data required to track equity outcomes. 

Is responsibility for equity objectives and outcomes in 
recruitment process explicitly assigned to a designated 
individual?

4. Monitoring and Evaluation
It is essential to monitor your program’s progress in 
with recruitment equity in order to determine which 
interventions are working and keep your initiatives on track. 
Use the companion MONITORING AND EVALUATION (M&E) 
FRAMEWORK to track your program’s progress on a variety of 
indicators that reflect your objectives.

9. Pwc (2017). Winning the fight for female talent.

EQUITY OBJECTIVES

PWC ranked establishing gender diversity recruitment targets as the most impactful 

practice for delivering gender equitable hiring results for their business.9

NEXT STEPS
List names of people who could be responsible  
for defining equity objectives:
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https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/about/diversity/iwd/iwd-female-talent-report-web.pdf


5. Leveraging Women in Energy and Female 
Entrepreneurship Networks
Your program can partner with local women in renewable energy and female 
entrepreneurship networks to spread awareness of your program and get female 
applicants. A search for women’s groups in your area should yield contact information 
of female leaders and groups to reach out to.

Try looking for women in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), 
entrepreneurship, and environmental advocacy groups at local universities and 
in your community. These groups can share recruitment event and application 
information with their current members and alumni. By building relationships with 
these groups, you can spread awareness about your program.

Here are a few groups that might be  
good to reach out to:

 ›  Women in Renewables Asia (WiRA)

 ›  Women Entrepreneurs Grow Global (WEGG)

 ›  Women in Energy Asia (WiEA)

 ›  Society of Women Engineers (SWE) 

Example outreach email:

PROGRAM VISIBILITY / OUTREACH 5

http://www.womeninrenewables.org/
https://womenentrepreneursgrowglobal.org/
http://womeninenergyasia.com/events/
https://swe.org/


6. Training, Networking, and Recruitment Events
Holding training and networking events specifically for women will help your program connect with and recruit women. It also will 
send the message that your program is serious about its objectives to improve gender equity.

Here’s how to do it: 

1. Find a space and time to host the event. 
 ›  Try hosting your event in the morning to make it easier for women 

with evening childcare and household responsibilities to attend.
 ›  Advertise and make your event child-friendly. Provide childcare or 

activities for children while parents socialize or attend workshops. 
 ›  A virtual event is easy to put on and can allow women with limited 

mobility and/or childcare responsibilities to attend.
 ›  Reimburse women attending your event for childcare and/or 

transportation costs. 

2. Determine the theme of your event. 
 ›  Invite a successful woman in renewable energy or program alumna 

to speak about her career.
 ›  Invite a venture capitalist to explain what they look for in a pitch. 

Have a practice session for building a pitch afterwards. 
 ›  Invite an industry leader to give a talk about new technologies in 

renewable energy.
 ›  Plan to provide snacks and have discussion groups after the event 

to let attendees mingle and network.

3. Send out invitations.

Use a sample flyer included in this guidance. Send out multiple 
reminders as the event gets closer. 

PRO TIP
Ask the networks and organizations from Step 5 if they want to 
be event co-sponsors. Co-sponsors can help cover the cost of the 
event and encourage more women to come.

4. Host the event! 

Remember to get the contact information of the women who attend 
and keep in touch. Take pictures to post on your website.

Most entrepreneurs worldwide are between 

25 and 44 years old. Many women in this  

age-range have young children.14

Has your program hosted an event catered to  
women before? How did it go?

PROGRAM VISIBILITY / OUTREACH 6

PRO TIP
Before staring your formal recruitment process 
consider hosting pre-recruitment events for 
women entrepreneurs. These events can socialize 
your program among prospective candidates and 
address some of the barriers women entrepreneurs 
frequently face. Your program does not need to 
develop an event from scratch. Consider some of the 
following topics for pre-recruitment events.

Pre-Recruitment Events

Idea Development: Host a forum where women 
entrepreneurs can develop business ideas for incubation 
alongside peers in the field.

Business Management: Provide a training program to 
address specific knowledge gaps women entrepreneurs 
might have in business management. Consider the following 
topics for this training: market analysis, business planning, 
financial management, legal and intellectual property 
considerations, and branding/marketing.
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NEXT STEPS
Write down ideas for training, networking, and 
recruitment events you could host. Who would be 
responsible for planning? When and where would  
the event be?

7. Referrals 
Referrals are a common way for businesses to recruit talent. 
However, because women candidates are much less likely 
to receive referrals from male counterparts,10 your program 
should consider ways to encourage women referrals.11

Try:
 › Encouraging past participants to identify diverse referrals
 › Asking other trusted sources within your networks, such  

 as other business leaders, researchers, or investors to  
 refer women
 › Hosting alumni events that require past participants to bring  

 a friend

PRO TIP
When referencing your referral program, emphasize that no 
candidate will get special treatment when evaluated.12

How much does your program rely on referrals for recruiting 
entrepreneurs?

NEXT STEPS
Identify past program participants and other trusted 
sources that you could encourage to give referrals. 
This could include local women in energy and female 
entrepreneurship networks identified in Step 5.

10. Harvard Business Review (2018). How to use Employee Referrals without Giving up Workplace Diversity.

11. The Predictive Index (2018). How to Use Employee Referrals to Increase Workplace Diversity. 

12. Harvard Business Review (2017). What We Learned from Improving Diversity Rates at Pinterest.

Pre-Recruitment Events, continued

Communication Skills Workshops: Host a workshop that 
allows women entrepreneurs to hone their presentation 
skills. Consider including an opportunity for entrepreneurs 
to develop an effective written business proposal, formulate 
an in-person pitch, and learn general presentation skills as 
part of this workshop. Also, consider inviting prospective 
cohort members to see final pitches of your current 
program participants.

Connecting with Investors: Invite investors to a forum 
where they can introduce women entrepreneurs to the 
basics of venture capital, including the investment cycle,  
and current trends among venture capital firms investing  
in the field.

Network Development: Host events where women 
entrepreneurs can learn the basics of effective networking 
and meet program alumni, and other women leaders in  
the field.

https://hbr.org/2018/03/how-to-use-employee-referrals-without-giving-up-workplace-diversity
https://www.predictiveindex.com/blog/how-to-use-employee-referrals-to-increase-workplace-diversity/
https://hbr.org/2017/07/what-we-learned-from-improving-diversity-rates-at-pinterest


RECRUITMENT MATERIALS

8. Diverse Images 
It is important to ensure that your recruiting materials 
represent the diverse workforce that you want to attract. 
At the end of the day, people are drawn to companies that 
look like they do. If you only have pictures of men, this 
could alienate women and prevent them from applying. 
Using diverse images in web and print material also shows 
candidates your company is committed to a culture of 
inclusion and flexibility. 

Below are examples of images that do not demonstrate  
gender diversity:

Here are some better examples:

PRO TIP
There are many resources that provide great examples 
of diverse images that depict women in tech and in the 
workplace, such as: Lean in Collection, WOCinTech Chat 

Diverse images don’t strictly apply to pictures of employees, 
another important consideration is the use of diverse icons in 
web and print material. 

Examples of male biased icons and better alternatives:14

Are diverse pictures used when people are featured in 
publications and websites? What about icons?

13. Asian Scientist (2018). The Rise of the Robot Startups.

14. Icons created by macrovector at Freepik.com 

NEXT STEPS
Review the images used in your web and print 
materials to include diverse images and icons. Write 
down the next steps for achieving this.

13
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https://www.gettyimages.com/collections/leanin
https://www.wocintechchat.com/
https://www.asianscientist.com/2018/07/features/sginnovate-medical-robotics-startup/
https://www.freepik.com/


Job listings with gender-neutral 

wording get 42% more responses.16

RECRUITMENT MATERIALS

NEXT STEPS
Pay close attention to the wording of your 
recruitment materials. Try to include a balance of 
words that appeal to all candidates. Write down the 
next steps for achieving this.

15. Gaucher et al (2011). Evidence that Gendered Wording in Job Advertisements Exists and Sustains Gender Inequality.

16. Examples taken from ZipRecruiter.

9

9. Gender Inclusive Language 
Gendered wording used in recruitment materials can 
contribute to underrepresentation of women in traditionally 
male-dominated positions. Gender preferences can be 
conveyed with subtle cues such as traits and stereotypes 
typically associated with certain genders. Including gendered 
words in recruitment advertisements could make the position 
seem less appealing to a certain gender, thereby limiting the 
applicant pool for these positions.15

For example, words such as competitive, dominant, or leader 
are associated with male stereotypes while words such as 
support, understand, and interpersonal are associated with 
female stereotypes. 

Examples of male-biased phrasing and better alternatives:16

Do recruitment materials for your program use gender-
inclusive language or do they use words and phrases that 
reinforce stereotypical male attributes such as                
                                     or                ?

PRO TIP
There are a few resources that can tell you if your  
recruitment materials are using gender inclusive language: 
Textio, Gender-decoder  

X
We’re looking for 
strong… 3

We’re looking for 
exceptional…

X
Who thrive in 
a competitive 
atmosphere…

3
Who are motivated 
by high goals…

X
Candidates who 
are assertive… 3

Candidates who are  
go-getter…

decisive
hacker,

ambitious, intense,

http://www.fortefoundation.org/site/DocServer/gendered_wording_JPSP.pdf?docID=16121
https://www.ziprecruiter.com/blog/removing-gendered-keywords-gets-you-more-applicants/
https://textio.com/
http://gender-decoder.katmatfield.com/


SELECTION PROCESSES

17. Capita (2017). Diversity and Inclusion Best Practice in Recruitment 

18. Ideal (2017). Recruiting Software: A Guide For Talent Acquisition Professionals

19.  Johnson, K. Stefaine et al (2016). If There’s Only One Woman in Your Candidate Pool, There’s Statistically No Chance She’ll Be Hired

10. Consistent and Objective 
Selection Criteria 
Developing standardized selection criteria is critical for 
ensuring that all candidates for your program are evaluated 
fairly. If inconsistent criteria are used, there is a greater chance 
that the person or committee responsible for the selection 
process will use subjective criteria, which can be influenced 
by individual biases, and prejudice the selection of women 
candidates.17 Consistent selection criteria also allows you to 
more accurately compare candidates. 

11. Blind Resumes
Blind resumes remove personally identifiable information  
such as a candidate’s name, gender, age, education, and 
sometimes even years of experience. Blind resumes can 
protect applicants from unconscious bias and allow candidates 
to be considered based on their qualifications. There are many 
online tools that can blind resumes for you.18 If using one of 
these tools is not feasible, you may be able to do this internally 
by designating program staff to conceal personally identifiable 
information from resumes prior to delivering them to your 
selection committee.

NEXT STEPS
Are consistent and objective selection criteria  
used to evaluate all candidates?

Yes No

NEXT STEPS
Consider how you can remove personally identifiable 
information for candidates that will be evaluated  
for selection.

Unbiasfy is a free Google Chrome extension that can conceal a person’s name or 

picture from sites like LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter. This tool could be used if you 

plan to review applicant’s social media presence.

12. Required Gender Balance for 
Interviews
In addition to striving for a diverse set of overall applicants, you 
should also ensure that there is gender diversity within the final 
pool of candidates you are selecting from. Research shows that 
if there is only one women in your final candidate pool, it is less 
likely that she will be selected as a result of biases that make it 
less likely that selectors will choice a candidate different from 
the norm—in this case a female candidate.19 However, if there is 
more than one women in that pool, it is significantly more likely 
that a woman will be selected. NEXT STEPS

Does your program require mandatory gender 
balances for short lists and interviews?

Yes No

10

PRO TIP
When developing selection criteria for application materials, 
avoid references to desired attributes that may be biases 
toward men, such as drive, competitiveness, or assertiveness.

https://www.hrdsummit.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2017/02/Diversity-and-Inclusion-Best-Practice-in-Recruitment.pdf
https://ideal.com/recruiting-software-guide/
https://hbr.org/2016/04/if-theres-only-one-woman-in-your-candidate-pool-theres-statistically-no-chance-shell-be-hired.
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/unbiasify/affijhegklbkdinpepgphhlgphnhbenk


13. Unconscious Bias Training for 
Interviewers 
Everyone has unconscious biases that can affect the interviewing and selection 
process, even if they don’t mean to. However, understanding your own biases can 
help you recognize when you are relying on stereotypes. Curious about your biases? 
Take this test created by Harvard Researchers to understand what they are.  
Here are some free trainings to address unconscious bias: 

 › Addressing Unconscious Bias

 › Overcoming your own unconscious biases

14. Competency-Based Interview Questions 
Competency-based question techniques focus on determining the candidate’s 
behavior in past situations when skills such as teamwork, responsibility, leadership, 
and decision-making were required or could be demonstrated. Because women 
candidates may not have as much direct experience in renewable energy or startups, 
this approach allows them to demonstrate their skills and provide evidence of how 
they might perform in the program.20

Before interviewing candidates for your program, develop a standardized set of 
competency-based questions to ask the candidates. This will limit the potential 
for bias in the interview process and have the added benefit of making it easier to 
compare candidates across questions.

15. Gender Balanced Selection Committees 
When the selection decisions are made by one person, it is more likely that 
unconscious bias will filter out certain types of candidates such as women. Your 
selection committee should comprise multiple people and include women. If your 
program does not include women that can participate in the selection process, you 
could bring in outside stakeholders. You should also strive to create a selection 
committee that is committed to equity so that it is not an afterthought in the 
selection process.

PRO TIP
Even if your interviewers already know about unconscious bias, it is helpful to do a 
quick reminder every selection cycle. PWC ranked delivering diversity/unconscious 
bias training to interviewers the 2nd most impactful practice for delivering gender 
equitable hiring results for their business.21

SELECTION PROCESSES

20. UNESCO (2018). Competency-Based Interviewing: Assessing Candidates Based on Their Past Performance.

21. Pwc (2017). Winning the fight for female talent.

NEXT STEPS
Are your interviewers aware of 
the impact of unconscious bias on 
interviewing?

Yes No

Traditional Interview Questions Competency Based Questions

X What makes you qualified to 
lead a startup? 3

Give an example of a time you led 
a team in past employment.

X
How would you describe your 
strengths and weaknesses? 3

Describe a time that you faced a 
challenge in the workplace, and 
how you overcame it.
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NEXT STEPS
Do your interviewers ask 
competency-based interview 
questions? 

Does your program have 
standardized procedures and/
or questions for conducting 
candidate interviews?

Yes No

Yes No

NEXT STEPS
Are selection decisions made by 
more than one individual?

  
If so, does the group of decision 
makers include at least one 
woman?

Yes No

Yes No

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html
https://www.grovo.com/addressing-unconscious-bias
https://www.skillsoft.com/resources/overcoming-your-own-unconscious-biases/
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000246608.locale=en
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/about/diversity/iwd/iwd-female-talent-report-web.pdf


22. For more information, see the USAID RALI (2019). M&E Framework to Support Gender Representation in Clean Energy Startups.

Using the proposed NEXT STEPS identified in the focus areas, 
develop an action plan by identifying:

1.  A person, committee, or unit that is responsible for each 
next step;

2. Its priority in relation to the other action steps; and,

3.  A timeline for review of the progress to date and final 
completion of the step.

To track the success of these steps, your program should 
consider an M&E framework that contains meaningful gender 
equity outcomes and indicators.22 Examples of indicators to 
consider include: the proportion of women at recruitment 
events, the proportion of women-led startups reaching out 
to your program, and the proportion of women applying and 
accepted into the program.

Next Steps Priority Person(s) Responsible Date of Completion & Review

Equity Objectives

Program Visibility

Recruitment Materials

Selection Processes

PROPOSED ACTION PLAN 12



ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

More Information about Improving Gender Equity in the Workplace

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) (2018). Empowering Women as Managers in the Renewable Energy Sector. 
https://www.renac.de/projects/current-projects/empowering-women/

Capita (2017). Diversity and Inclusion Best Practice in Recruitment. 
https://www.hrdsummit.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/6/2017/02/Diversity-and-Inclusion-Best-Practice-in-Recruitment.pdf

PwC (2017). Winning the fight for female talent: How to gain the diversity edge through inclusive recruitment. 
https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/about/diversity/iwd/iwd-female-talent-report-web.pdf

Russell Reynolds Associates (2018). A Leader’s Guide: Finding and Keeping Your Next Chief Diversity Officer. 
https://www.russellreynolds.com/en/Insights/thought-leadership/Documents/Chief%20Diversity%20Officer_1218_FINAL.pdf

Siba, Eyerusalem (2019). Empowering Women Entrepreneurs in Developing Countries: Why Current Programs Fall 
Short. Brookings. 
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Empowering-women-entreprenuers-in-developing-countries-190215.pdf

USAID (2019). Engendering Utilities. Delivering Gender Equality: A Best Practices Framework for Utilities. 
https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1865/Delivering-Gender-Equality_A-Best-Practices-Framework-for-Utilities.pdf

USAID RALI (2019). M&E Framework to Support Gender Representation in Clean Energy Startups.

Program Visibility/Outreach Events and Training Examples

Bank of America Institute for Women’s Entrepreneurship at Cornell (2019). Curriculum. 
http://www.bofainstitute.cornell.edu/curriculum.php

Coursera (2019). Developing Innovative Ideas for New Companies: The First Step in Entrepreneurship. 
https://www.coursera.org/learn/innovative-ideas

South Africa Trade + Investment Hub (2015). Persuasive Communications for AWEP Members. 
https://www.satradehub.org/16-resources/292-persuasive-communications-for-awep-members

Springboard Enterprises (2019). Women Funding Women. 
https://sb.co/women-funding-women/

Women’s Business Development Center (2019). Startup and Emerging Business Services.  
https://www.wbdc.org/entrepreneurial-programs/

Women’s Founders Network (2019). Events. 
https://www.womenfoundersnetwork.com/programs
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https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1865/Delivering-Gender-Equality_A-Best-Practices-Framework-for-Utilities.pdf


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Selection Process Guidance

Grovo (2019). Addressing Unconscious Bias with Modern Learning. 
https://www.grovo.com/addressing-unconscious-bias

Knight, Rebecca (2017). 7 Practical Ways to Reduce Bias in Your Hiring Process. Harvard Business Review. 
https://hbr.org/2017/06/7-practical-ways-to-reduce-bias-in-your-hiring-process

Skillsoft (2019). Skillsoft eLearning Resources: Overcoming Your Own Unconscious Biases. 
https://www.skillsoft.com/resources/overcoming-your-own-unconscious-biases/

Min, Ji-A (2017). Blind Hiring: A How-To Guide to Reduce Bias & Increase Diversity. 
https://ideal.com/blind-hiring/

Project Implicit (2018). 
https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html

UNESCO (2016). Competency-Based Interviewing: Assessing Candidates Based on Their Past Performance. 
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000246608.locale=en
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